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ABSTRACT 
 

             The North-eastern region of India covering total areas of 255,037 sq. km, 

bordering China, Myanmar, Bhutan, and Bangladesh is a post-colonial region. Until 

the advent of the British, Northeast was not there as a concept. The geo-political 

contour of a Northeast frontier first emerged during the eastward sweep of the British 

leading to the subjugation of the territories between Bengal and erstwhile Burma. The 

colonial rule rook a long time to consolidate and different units came under British 

rule at different times, Assam plains in 1826, Cachar in 1830, Khasi Hills in 1833, 

Naga Hills in 1835, Garo Hills in 1872-73 and Lushai hills in 1890. 
 

Keywords: Geo-political, Northeast frontier, eastward sweep, subjugation, colonial 

rule, British rule  

 
 

1. Introduction 

The North-eastern region of India covering total areas of 255,037 sq. km, bordering 

China, Myanmar, Bhutan, and Bangladesh is a post-colonial region. Until the advent 

of the British, Northeast was not there as a concept. The geo-political contour of a 

Northeast frontier first emerged during the eastward sweep of the British leading to 

the subjugation of the territories between Bengal and erstwhile Burma. The colonial 

rule rook a long time to consolidate and different units came under British rule at 

different times, Assam plains in 1826, Cachar in 1830, Khasi Hills in 1833, Naga 

Hills in 1835, Garo Hills in 1872-73 and Lushai hills in 1890. 

 

North East India encompassing the eight States of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, 

Nagaland, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura & Sikkim has earned the infamy 

for persistent underdevelopment and growing insurgency. Nagaland has been highly 

regarded as the root of insurgency in the North East. The Naga leader A.Z. Phizo 
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raised the banner of revolt at the very beginning of Indian independence, and claimed 

that Nagaland was never a part of India. Though the State of Nagaland was created in 

1963 in order to fulfil the political aspiration of the Nagas, Naga insurgency could 

never be doused effectively though negotiations are presently on between the NSCN 

and the Govt. In Assam, the insurgency problem started out of the mass movement 

over the foreigners’ issue in 1979. The United Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA) 

which has been committing terrorist acts with their main objectives of forming 

independent Assam has created a serious internal security problem .The Bodos were 

also up in arms under the leadership of the National Democratic Front of Bodoland 

(NDFB). In the North Cachar District of Assam, the Dimasa Halam (DHD) is 

engaged in insurgency activities though recently they have come to negotiation table. 

Recently the left wing extremism (Maoist) is also creating a serious problem for the 

state. Thus, Assam faces a very complicated problem of insurgency. Manipur is also 

having serious insurgency problem. The valley faces the insurgency of the Meitei 

insurgents while the hill areas are affected by the Naga insurgency on the one hand 

and inter-tribal clashes between the Nagas and Kukis on the other. The more 

prominent outfits operating in Manipur are the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), 

People’s Revolutionary Party of Kangleipak (PREPAK), Kangleipak Communist 

Party (KCP), Kuki National Organisation (KNO/KDF) and the National Socialist 

Council of Nagaland (NSCN).In Tripura, the tribal-non-tribal socio-economic divide 

has been felt from the very beginning of the State’s accession to the Indian Union in 

1948. The feelings of tribal, being progressively marginalized gave rise to tribal 

insurgency in the State. In the 1980s the Tripura National Volunteers (TNV) was a 

formidable tribal terrorist outfit. At present, the two prominent ones being the 

National Liberation Front of Tripura (NLFT) and the All Tripura Tiger Force (ATTF). 

Mizoram faced rebellion from Mizos under the leadership of Mr. Laldenga. But after 

the Mizo Accord of 1986, there has been no major insurgency in the State. Meghalaya 

was by and large free from insurgent activities. However, for the last few years 

Hiniutrap Liberation Council (HNLC) has been creating disruptive activities in the 

State. Even Arunachal Pradesh which has been always regarded as an island of peace 

in the whole of the North eastern Region is not totally free from insurgency. 

 

Deployment of security forces in the region in response to the fragile security 

situation is an unavoidable tool. However, prolonged deployment of the forces and the 
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longevity of insurgency in states like Manipur often reinforce popular perception of 

government’s insincerity in resolving the conflict. Accusations of human rights 

violations and popular opinion against security legislations like the Armed Forces 

Special Powers Act (AFSPA) are exploited by the insurgents to alienate the civilian 

population further. 

 

The Geographical location of the Northeast is its remoteness from mainland India and 

proximity with countries like Bhutan, Bangladesh, Myanmar and China, and it has come 

as a boon to insurgent  outfits of the region that have traditionally received constant 

support in the form of funds, arms, safe havens and training from foreign intelligence 

agencies / insurgents. The arms haul in the port city of Chittagong in Bangladesh in April 

2004, in which ten truckloads of arms meant for the ULFA were captured, is an example. 

Although the Bangladesh route has gradually been plugged, the Porous Indo-Myanmar 

border continues to be a problem area. 

 

The overall insurgency situation, encompassing the insurgency and counter-

insurgency measures, has invariably impacted on the economic progress, human 

development and nation-building project in the Northeast 

 

2. Objectives of the Study 

 Insurgency  in the North-East 

 Factors behind the problem situation in the North east 

 Implications of the problem Situation in the Northeast  

 The Drawbacks of Development Planning & Security Strategies in the Northeast 

 Funding & Development in India’s northeast 

 A Few Suggestions for the North-eastern States to solve the conflict situation 
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  3. Methodology  
 

 Literature Survey: Journal Articles, Newspaper Clippings, documents/ reports etc in 

public domain 

 

 Secondary data collected from the web & related blogs 

 

4. Factors behind the problem situation in the North east 

 Unemployment in the region has been described as the most important factor 

behind the growth of insurgency the Northeast. In Assam, the problem of 

illegal migration can be additionally cited as a crucial factor behind emergence 

of the insurgency movements 

 Neglect by the Central government as a critical factor for the growth of 

insurgency in the region. It appeared that people have not taken into account a 

definite change in the perception of New Delhi, availability of adequate 

developmental funds and formulation of projects. It’s a different matter 

altogether that the implementation of these schemes, a responsibility of the 

State governments in most cases, is found wanting. 

 Leakage of developmental funds and extortion continues to be the major 

source of terror funding in the region according to the officials and the 

professionals. 

 Majority of the peoples of the region believe that the support received by the 

insurgency outfits from foreign elements helped sustain armed violence in the 

Northeast. Examples of assistance provided to the insurgent outfits from 

foreign sources in the form training, arms, funds as well as provision of safe 

havens are often cited to back up the claim. 

 Political patronage received by the Insurgents  has also been a crucial reason 

behind the persistence of insurgency 

 

5. Implications of the problem Situation in the Northeast  

 Insurgency has had a negative impact on the society as well as on the economy 

and development of the Northeast. It has been felt that insurgency has retarded 

development initiatives and activities in backward regions of Northeast. 
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 Insurgency has provided an excuse for official inactivity, corruption and 

neglect in the region. It has also been felt that people had underlined the role 

played by an ineffective and detached bureaucracy in the underdevelopment of 

region, which continues to provide a lifeline to the insurgents. 

 Factors like growing unemployment continue to make insurgency a viable 

career option for the youth. However, this trend is undergoing gradual change, 

although the pace at which such change is occurring is far too slow for 

comfort. 

 Prevalence of conflict situation was described as having affected normal 

functioning of educational institutions in the affected areas of the Northeast. 

People believe that insurgency   has, to an extent, contributed to the dropout 

rate in schools and teachers absenteeism. 

 There exists a nexus between the politicians and insurgent groups of the 

region. Majority of the Peoples in the region believe that there exists a nexus 

between the politicians and insurgents. People generally have the view that the 

insurgents remain an effective tool of garnering political support, especially 

during elections. 

 Majority of the people believed that because of the problem of insurgency, 

Northeast is being looked at as a troubled spot and hence, more attention is 

being paid to the security situation rather than to development issues. This 

appeared to be a notion which has been traditionally reiterated by the media 

and appears to have stuck in spite of the change in the situation. 

 

6. The Drawbacks of Development Planning & Security Strategies in the 

Northeast 

 

A simple and frequent answer to the first of these questions is often condensed into a 

single word: corruption. This appears to be a view that is gaining ground among 

officials at the Centre who now claim that the States of the Northeast are afflicted by 

levels of corruption that are higher even than those that prevail in the perennially sick 

State of Bihar. Evidently ‘leakages’ – as the diversion of public monies to private 

coffers as euphemistically referred to – are extraordinarily high in the Northeast, and 

this is one reason why "Development packages leave the people – all people – of 
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insurgency -affected States cold." Indeed, the greatest enthusiasm for ‘financial 

packages for the Northeast’ is displayed only among the bureaucracy – both at the 

Centre and in the States – and by the nexus of politicians and contractors who will 

eventually and substantially benefit from these flows of funds. The thesis that 

developmental expenditure is the panacea to all violence – including insurgency – is 

often countered by a competing dogma that emphasises the use of force to the 

exclusion of all other means, in order to restore the authority of government. This 

approach asserts that all issues of politics and development can be addressed only 

after insurgency has been crushed. Thus, where the ‘economic determinists’ insist that 

development automatically generates a ‘peace dividend’ in the form of de-escalation 

of conflict and political violence, the opposing viewpoint argues that development is 

itself the ‘peace dividend’ that can arise only after ‘law and order’ has been imposed 

by the force of arms. Both positions, of course, contain a germ of truth; neither, 

however, embraces its entirety. The fact is that substantial developmental fund has 

flowed into the Northeast; its impact on target populations has been however 

negligible because of the corruption and violence of the prevailing politics. Much of 

this investment, moreover, has indirectly ended up financing insurgency through the 

enveloping economy of extortion and collusion. On the other hand, despite as much as 

five decades of a ‘military approach’ in Nagaland, there has been no resolution of the 

basic issues, and violence invariably resurfaces after every transient spell of enforced 

or negotiated peace.  The lines of collusion and opposition, of support and 

confrontation, are often not as clearly drawn. In Assam, the United Liberation Front 

of Asom (ULFA), trace their roots, motivation, ideology and leadership back to the 

same students’ movement in the late Seventies. While the distance between the state 

leaders and the ULFA has progressively grown over the years, a linkage at a personal 

level does exist and plays a significant role in state politics. Similarly, in Tripura there 

is growing evidence of a deepening nexus between the major political parties and 

insurgency groups. The National Liberation Front of Tripura (NLFT) is alleged to 

have close links with a national party while the All Tripura Tiger Force (ATTF) is 

reportedly aligned with another national party. It is now increasingly clear that the 

insurgency in the State is substantially supported and sustained by the political 

patronage received by these groups is far from an exception. 
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The growth of this underground insurgent economy, backed by the disruptive power 

of the militants, distorts and inhibits the processes and growth of legitimate economic 

and developmental activities. In this context, it is also important to note that a wide 

variety of economic activities that were integral to the lives of the people of this 

region – including cross border trade, the use of a variety of forest products, some 

collective rights over land use, etc. – have, since Independence, suddenly (and from 

the point of view of the local populations, arbitrarily) been ‘criminalised’, forcing 

otherwise law abiding citizens into a collusive relationship with insurgent groups. 

Many of the Centre’s ‘grand designs’ for peace in the Northeast have foundered 

against the realities of these transactions. The example of the Union Ministry for 

Home Affairs’ (MHA) ‘surrender package’ for militants is a case in point. The present 

scheme has been in force since April 1998. The wisdom of the scheme – which may 

well be interpreted as rewarding insurgents  at the expense of law abiding citizens – is 

itself suspect. The scheme seeks to wean insurgents away from the path of violence 

by offering incentives and benefits to those who are ready to bid a ‘farewell to arms’, 

and targets "misguided youth and hardcore insurgents who have strayed into the folds 

of insurgency and now find themselves trapped." training. The surrender scheme has 

created an entirely new category of nuisance – the Surrendered militants– and has 

resulted in "growing criminalisation in Assam". The only visible difference is that 

they have no declared political agenda – and this concession on their part has been 

sufficient for the State government and the Centre to adopt a live and let live policy 

towards them. 

 

7. Funding & Development in India’s North-East 

It is commonplace to say that this region has remained an area of neglect for more 

than five decades since independence. From the point of view of national political 

consciousness, this is, perhaps, a correct evaluation. In the context of developmental 

allocations and a wide range of economic and social indices, however, this is far from 

the truth. The States of the Northeast are described a "special category" status by the 

Government of India, and the National Development Council (NDC), the apex body 

for the approval of Plan funding, earmarks 30 per cent of total Plan allocations for 

special category States as central assistance for State Plans. Significantly, these States 

receive 90 per cent of Plan assistance as a grant, and just 10 per cent as a loan, as 

against the norm of 30 per cent grant and 70 per cent loan for other States. Favoured 
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treatment is also given by the Finance Commission with respect to the sharing of 

Central tax revenues. Clearly, therefore, these States have not been made to suffer as a 

result of their resource endowments. The financial flow of funds to the Northeast, and 

the persistence of ‘underdevelopment’ against a backdrop of financial support from 

the Centre, consequently demand an examination of the decision making processes 

and patterns of resource allocation within these States. The financial support to these 

States from the Central devolution (Planning & Finance Commissions), accounts for 

over 80 per cent of the per capita revenue receipts in this region. Secondly, 

developmental expenditure as a percentage of revenue expenditure ranges between a 

high of over 72 per cent (Arunachal Pradesh) and 60 per cent (Nagaland). Thirdly, 

capital expenditure as a proportion of total expenditure was, on an average, at least 10 

percentage points higher than the national average. The Northeast States, on the 

average, fare much better than the national average on each of these parameters. This 

is also the case for a variety of socio-economic indices. Specifically, literacy rates in 

most of the states in the region were higher than the national average in 2011. While 

population densities are lower as against the national average. Per capita incomes of 

three states of Arunachal Pradesh were Rs. 39,679, Sikkim Rs. 36,075 & Mizoram Rs 

35,323 which was more than the National Par capita income in the year 2009-10 

which was Rs. 33,731 but however at present in the year 2012, it is less than the 

National Average of Rs.50, 000.  But the population below the poverty line is higher 

than the national figure of 37.2 per cent except the state of Sikkim in 2012. There are, 

of course, a number of other parameters, the network of roads, industrial 

development, etc., on which these States lag far behind national averages. But 

however the image of grinding poverty that is often projected is inaccurate, and the 

‘social backwardness’ that we ascribe to the tribes of this region is a heavily concept-

dependent value judgement.Infact, the character and equity of local institutions for 

village and self-governance in tribal societies tend to be far superior to the caste 

driven, feudal panchayats in much of rural India, the status of women is certainly 

higher, and crimes against women dramatically lower than they are elsewhere in the 

country. Our impression of backward or ‘primitive’ tribal societies in the Northeast is 

cast, at least in some measure, in the mould of the market economy and its indices, 

and in the patterns of our cultural prejudices. 
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8. Some Suggestions for the North-eastern States to solve the conflict situation 

and to usher in peace and development 

 

 The growth of insurgent outfits which is greatly connected to the problem of 

lack of good governance and opportunity, needs to be tackled through creation 

of a responsible and sensitive bureaucrats 

 District development plans need to be prepared and followed up 

 Increasing and Improving connectivity between Indian heartland and the 

Northeast is a issue that can help in developing the region as well as dealing 

with insurgency 

 Creation of the autonomous councils as a means to bring good governance 

needs to be examined 

 The problem of unemployment needs to be solved through a constructive plan 

focusing on vocational education  

 Tourism industry should be promoted 

 Cultural and sport activities must be promoted 

 Need to formulate proper and consistent policies of negotiations with 

insurgent outfit 

 Need for proper follow up of Citizens charter 

 Better use of NGOS 

 The function of the traditional methods of governance needs to be protected 

 Conviction rates of arrested insurgents should be a critical part of the counter-

insurgency strategy  

 AFSPA’s repeal/amendment to be made 

 The training and technical quality of the police force has to be modernised in 

the north-eastern states 

 Fencing along the porous Indo-Bangladesh border, which continues to provide 

an easy access to the insurgents needs to be completed on an urgent basis 

 A proper and strict anti-terror agreement with the neighbouring countries like 

Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan and Myanmar needs to be established rigidly 
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9. Conclusion 

The premise of this paper is that no coherent and effective policies can be drawn up 

for the restoration of an abiding peace in, and for the enduring development of the 

States of India’s Northeast unless they factor in these various elements of the political, 

administrative and socio-economic conditions prevailing in this region. An obvious 

corollary is that the models and patterns of development that have been applied, or 

that have even succeeded in, other parts of the country, cannot mechanically be 

extended to this region. 

Evidently, a massive exercise for the quantification and objective definition of the 

various trends, processes and linkages outlined above or, perhaps more accurately, the 

broad categories generally identified, since the listing is by no means exhaustive is, 

consequently, a precondition of any coherent or consistent approach. Needless to say, 

this is a tall order. Nevertheless, even preliminary efforts to document the operations 

of the underground insurgent groups, and even to systematise existing information 

and data, and to accommodate the insights of this exercise within the planning 

process, would bear immediate fruit. Eventually, however, our actions can only be as 

effective as our perceptions and premises are accurate reflections of the situation on 

the ground. 
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